A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
  frightened by a grizzly - bear scare

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. man from Greece without muscles
   
2. lawful bird
   
3. plastic serpent
   
4. place to buy rugs, hardwood, and tiles
   
5. heavy flying mammal
   
6. baby bird that's ill
   
7. penny that's not flat
   
8. raining tulips
   
9. person who chooses the best chocolate
   
10. dark crevice

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?
A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:

frightened by a grizzly - bear scare

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. man from Greece without muscles 1. weak Greek

2. lawful bird 2. legal eagle

3. plastic serpent 3. fake snake

4. place to buy rugs, hardwood, and tiles 4. floor store

5. heavy flying mammal 5. fat bat

6. baby bird that's ill 6. sick chick

7. penny that's not flat 7. bent cent

8. raining tulips 8. flower shower

9. person who chooses the best chocolate 9. fudge judge

10. dark crevice 10. black crack

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?